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In 2014, a group of Florida State University music and dance scholars created the FSU 
Interdisciplinary Performance Symposium as a way to encourage cross-disciplinary dialogue 
about performance in a variety of contexts. This integration opened up a plethora of possibilities 
for the arts and social sciences, and provided a platform within the academic community to 
engage and enhance artistic investigations and inquiries.  

 
Continuing this discussion, the 2015 Interdisciplinary Performance Symposium will bring 

together a variety of academic disciplines across Florida State University to share artistic and 
cultural performance research in the arts, humanities, and social sciences. By focusing on 
performance, broadly defined, we seek to draw interested parties from across the university as 
well as from the extended Tallahassee area, FAMU, and TCC. The Symposium will be held on 
Saturday, October 24, 2015 in Montgomery Hall on Florida State’s campus. 
 

The conference committee encourages proposals from graduate students, post-docs, and 
faculty whose work is of an interdisciplinary nature. Preference will be given to submissions that 
are applicable to multiple disciplines. We invite scholars studying music, dance, theatre, 
anthropology, sociology, communication, modern languages, cultural studies, art history, and 
any other field in which performance is studied to submit proposals. Such a forum not only 
provides the opportunity for scholars to present their research and receive valuable feedback, but 
also allows performers to connect their work with an informed and interested audience. Within 
this intimate setting, artists can showcase works-in-progress and be given helpful criticism while 
their work is still in a formative stage. We seek a variety of proposals, including: 
 

- Original research presentations 
- Performances of works-in-progress 
- Participatory workshops 
- Alternative formats 
 

Abstracts (250 words) describing the project should be submitted in a Word Document or PDF 
by July 31, 2015. Successful proposals will answer the following:  
 

-Project’s contribution to interdisciplinary research and collaboration 
-Presentation Format  
-Interactive/participatory components of project (encouraged, but not required) 
-Presentation’s use of time (Sessions typically 30 min. with audience engagement) 
-Resources (A/V, dance floor, props, set pieces, etc.) that will be required 

 
Submissions and additional questions should be sent to Amanda Sieradzki at as14j@my.fsu.edu.  


